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Executive Summary
The purpose of this study is to satisfy the requirements of House Bill 1959
(85th Regular Session), which required the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
(TxDMV) to “conduct a study that identifies and assesses alternative technologies
for registering commercial motor vehicles to replace license plates, permits, and
other existing documentation and registration methods currently in use in [Texas];
and evaluate the safety and suitability for use on roadways of the technologies
identified.” The TxDMV contracted with Texas State University to complete the
study and provide a pilot plan for any technologies identified as feasible to test on
Texas roadways.
Four alternative technologies with the potential to replace some of the required
commercial motor vehicle documentation were identified including: Automated
License Plate Readers (ALPR), Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
transmitters, connected license plates, and electronic registration cards. One of
the foundational elements all these technologies share is their ability to connect to
a central database or series of databases to validate near real-time information
about a commercial motor vehicle.
Connected license plates and electronic registration cards use this connectivity to
enable law enforcement to visibly validate documentation on the road on license
plates and smart phones, respectively. On the contrary, ALPRs and RFID
transmitters would provide a connection to documentation databases, but
otherwise be invisible to law enforcement without an ALPR or RFID reader affixed
to their vehicles. ALPRs and RFID chips do offer the potential for remote
compliance monitoring wherever readers are located.
Both connected license plates and electronic registration cards have the potential
to make documentation issuance more efficient, benefitting both documentationissuing entities and motor carriers. The most fundamental change to issuance is
the potential for the TxDMV to change documentation status in near real-time.
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Smart phones have become ubiquitous and are becoming well-known for their
ability to become digital wallets. ALPR and RFID are familiar technologies that are
commonly used by tolling authorities. Of the identified technologies, connected
license plates are the least explored.
Six patents for connected license plates were identified, ranging from fully
computerized hardware, hybrid designs that add a computerized element to
traditional metal plates, and RFID chip-embedded metal plates. Given the
computerized nature of these plates, they are more expensive than traditional
plates. Other potential considerations with connected plates include: the need to
verify they work with existing infrastructure; the potential impact of connected plate
sales on the revenue generated for the State through specialty license plate sales;
the need to safeguard against technological vulnerabilities; and the absence
of standards for connected plate legibility or durability. Additionally, connected
license plates raise some privacy concerns, although these concerns are
somewhat muted for commercial motor vehicles.
There are a number of stakeholders interested in the use of connected license
plates including law enforcement, Tax Assessor-Collectors (who issue some
commercial motor vehicle license plates and registration), the Texas Department
of Criminal Justice (who, through their Texas Correctional Industries,
manufactures license plates), the TxDMV, tolling authorities (interested in ensuring
their ability to collect tolls for commercial vehicles is not degraded), motor carriers,
MyPlates (the company authorized by the State to market and sell specialty
license plates), and 3M (supplier of the reflective sheeting used on traditional
license plates). It will also be important to weigh the potential adoption rate against
the costs for modifying the TxDMV technology systems to accommodate
connected plates.
Arizona and California conducted pilots with connected plates and both allow
consumers to purchase electronic paper connected plates—which look something
like a Kindle. The State of Michigan passed a law and expects to make connected
plates available for use on their roads within the year. It is important to note that
none of these other states were or are focused on the unique population of
commercial motor vehicles. Connected license plates are handled differently than
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traditional license plates. In Arizona, the connected plates are considered display
devices rather than license plates. In both California and Arizona connected plates
are sold directly to consumers through automobile dealers and other vendors.
This study concludes that it is feasible to conduct a Texas pilot study of connected
license plates on commercial motor vehicles at no cost to the state by requiring
voluntary participants to pay all costs, not the State. Since connected plates are
not in widespread use, this pilot plan was developed to reveal more information
about their potential use in Texas, including legibility, law enforcement usability,
and carrier usability. The pilot will generate qualitative and quantitative data
gathered under both ideal and real-life conditions. The proposed pilot plan of
connected license plates on commercial motor vehicles includes two phases and
should be able to be completed for $300,000 or less, not including the DPS and
the TxDMV employee costs.
Phase I would use off-road testing to determine license plate legibility for both
humans and license plate readers in ideal conditions. Additionally, a brief survey
would identify the usefulness of connected plates for law enforcement. Finally, a
marketability survey would identify how likely motor carriers would be to adopt
connected plates.
Phase II would use real life, on-road testing on a regional basis. The pilot plan
suggests the use of I-45 between Dallas and Houston. The regional on-road test is
designed to further understand law enforcement officers’ use of the technology
and the ability of weigh station ALPRs to read connected license plates. A test of
toll station ALPR and RFID readers ability to read connected license plates would
also be conducted. Additionally, a brief survey would document participating motor
carriers’ responses to connected plate technology. Phase II would require any
participating connected plate manufacturers to work with the TxDMV to complete a
data update test as well.
Conducting a pilot of connected license plates will provide more information about
all stakeholder impacts and help develop standards to evaluate connected license
plates to know if connected license plates are in the best interest of the State.
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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to satisfy the requirements of House Bill 1959 (the
Bill), enacted during the 85th Regular Session of the Texas Legislature. The Bill
required the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) to “conduct a study
that identifies and assesses alternative technologies for registering commercial
motor vehicles to replace license plates, permits, and other existing documentation
and registration methods currently in use in [Texas]; and evaluates the safety and
suitability for use on roadways of the technologies identified.” The TxDMV
contracted with Texas State University to complete the project and to produce a
study on their findings and recommendations. Additionally, through this contract,
Texas State University will provide a pilot plan for any technologies identified that
may be feasible to test on Texas roadways.
Commercial motor vehicles are subject to higher level of regulation than typical
non-commercial passenger cars and trucks. As a result, a multitude of documents
issued by various state and federal agencies are required before a commercial
motor vehicle may legally operate on Texas roadways. In the typical scenario,
formally issued documentation is required for a motor carrier (this is the business
that the vehicle operates under), the driver, and the vehicle. In some cases,
documentation is required for the vehicle’s load if the vehicle is hauling hazardous
materials or an oversize/overweight load. Depending on the document, it may be
issued by a federal agency, or one of Texas’ State Agencies, including the
TxDMV.
The focus of this study is documentation that is administered and issued by the
TxDMV. The study did not evaluate the necessity of this documentation but
focused on alternatives that may offer a reduction in administrative burden for both
the TxDMV and commercial motor vehicle owners and operators. Additionally,
alternatives to existing technology were evaluated based on their ability to assist
commercial motor vehicle officers with enforcement.
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Commercial motor vehicles are critical to every aspect of modern life. Reducing
the administrative burden on commercial motor vehicle owners and operators to
receive and maintain a multitude of required documents can make Texas a more
competitive marketplace. However, the need to be competitive must be balanced
with the need for safety and the integrity of Texas roadways. Alternative
technologies were evaluated to determine if they had the potential to: 1) decrease
administrative burden for both the State of Texas and commercial motor vehicle
owners and operators and 2) improve the safety and integrity of Texas roadways
to positively impact business owners and Texans alike.
This study has concluded that connected license plates may offer the desired
reductions in administrative burden and improvements to available information for
law enforcement and that it is feasible to conduct a pilot study of connected license
plates on commercial motor vehicles.
In the remainder of this study, the methods to complete the study will be
presented, followed by a discussion of current commercial motor vehicle
documentation, and alternative technologies identified to display this
documentation and their suitability. After identifying suitable technologies, the
study will outline considerations for a pilot study on those suitable technologies.
Finally, a conclusion section that summarizes main points and provides a look to
the future will be presented. Additionally, in Appendix 1, plans for a pilot test of
alternative technologies have been included.
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Methods
A mixed-methods approach was used to conduct the study. The methods included:
interviewing subject matter experts and stakeholders, benchmarking Texas’
practices with other states and other countries, researching on the Internet, and
reviewing existing research.
Our interviewees were:
•

Vehicle title and registration subject matter experts,

•

Stakeholders representing state governments, state, and international trade
associations, and

•

Private business owners.

Some of the experts interviewed were recommended by the TxDMV; others were
identified through benchmarking or internet research. For a complete list of
interviews, see Appendix 3: Interviews.
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Required
Commercial Motor
Vehicle Documents
in Texas
The required documentation for commercial motor vehicles is multi-layered and
highly regulated, involving Federal and State entities. It is important to begin by
identifying all the different entities from which documents may be issued. The first
is motor carriers. Motor carriers are companies that operate commercial motor
vehicles. For example, the motor carriers must receive operating authority in the
United States. The proof of this authority is issued by the United States
Department of Transportation (USDOT) in the form of a USDOT Number. Once a
motor carrier has completed all requirements, they may operate commercial motor
vehicles on Texas roadways. However, any vehicles the motor carrier would like to
use on the roadways must also have the proper documentation. This vehicle
documentation includes things such as a vehicle safety inspection, registration,
and license plates, among others.
In addition to the required documentation for the carrier and vehicle, the driver
operating the vehicle must have the proper documentation including the
appropriate driver license. Finally, the load the driver is hauling in the truck may
also require documentation. This documentation is load-specific and includes
documentation such as oversize/overweight permits and bills of lading.
Further, the required documentation varies depending on if the commercial motor
vehicle travels through Texas and other states (interstate) or within Texas only
(intrastate). Most importantly for this study, commercial motor vehicle registration
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can be interstate or intrastate. The International Registration Program (IRP) is an
agreement between American states and Canadian provinces that simplifies the
registration process for carriers traveling in multiple states by providing a single
portal to pay vehicle registration fees which are then apportioned out to the
appropriate states. Apportioned registration through the IRP can be obtained
online through the TxDMV or in person at a Regional Service Center. If a
commercial motor vehicle only travels intrastate, registration can be obtained at a
County Tax Assessor-Collector’s office and online through the TxDMV website.
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Table 1. Credentials, issuers, recipients, and formats

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Name

Purpose

Issuer

Recipient

Format

USDOT Number

A unique identifier to

United States

Motor Carrier

Number (affixed to

track the history of a

Department of

vehicles by motor

motor carrier

Transportation

carrier)

Image

nationally
(interstate)

TxDMV Number

A unique identifier to

Texas

track the history of a

Department of

vehicles by motor

motor carrier in

Motor Vehicles

carrier)

Motor Carrier

Number (affixed to

Texas
(intrastate)
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Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Name

Purpose

Issuer

Recipient

Format

International

Provides proof of

Office of the

Motor Carrier

Sticker (affixed to

Fuel Tax

reporting of fuel use

Comptroller of

vehicles by motor

Agreement

by motor carriers

Texas

carrier)

(IFTA) License

that operate in more

Image

than one jurisdiction
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Vehicle

Interstate

Texas

Registration

registration, or

Department of

(includes

apportioned

Motor Vehicles

interstate and

registration,

intrastate

provides proof of

registration)

payment for use of
roadways by motor
carriers that operate

Vehicle

License plate and
paper report
Note: A registration
sticker is included for
intrastate registration
(affixed to vehicles by
motor carrier)

in more than one
jurisdiction.
Intrastate
registration provides
proof of payment for
use of roadways in
Texas.
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Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Name

Purpose

Issuer

Recipient

Format

Temporary

Provides proof of

Texas

Vehicle

Paper license plate

Permit

payment for the use

Department of

of Texas roadways

Motor Vehicles

Image

for a period more
limited than Vehicle
Registration—either
72 hours or 144
hours.
Note: In effect, a
temporary permit is
a form of Vehicle
Registration.
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Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Name

Purpose

Issuer

Recipient

Format

Insurance

Provides proof a

Private Insurance

Vehicle

Paper or electronic

vehicle is properly

Companies

Image

document

insured.
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Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Name

Purpose

Issuer

Recipient

Format

Vehicle

Provides proof a

Texas

Vehicle

Texas vehicle

Inspection

vehicle has passed

Department of

a vehicle safety

Public Safety

Image

inspection report

inspection.
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Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Name

Purpose

Issuer

Recipient

Format

Commercial

Provides proof the

Texas

Driver

Physical driver license

Driver License

operator of a

Department of

commercial motor

Public Safety

Image

vehicle has met all
necessary
requirements (can
include classes that
authorize different
vehicle sizes and
types, additional
credentials—
endorsements—
may also be added
to the license to
allow for the driver
to carry hazardous
materials, for
example).
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Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Documentation

Name

Purpose

Issuer

Recipient

Format

Load Permits

Over 50 different

United States

Load

Paper form or

load permits exist

Department of

for specific loads,

Agriculture,

such as

United States

oversize/overweight,

Nuclear

temporary permits,

Regulatory

and hazardous

Commission,

materials.

Texas

Image

electronic document

Department of
Motor Vehicles,
or Texas
Commission on
Environmental
Quality
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In summary, documentation is issued to motor carriers, vehicles, drivers, and
loads. This documentation is issued by a variety of authorities and is provided in a
variety of formats. There are currently several types of documentation which are
issued and may be presented in an electronic format, including proof of insurance,
operating authority cab cards, certain load permits, and interstate registration
through the International Registration Plan.
It is important for enforcement capabilities to be as effective and efficient as
possible to allow law enforcement to focus on safety compliance that arises from
the sheer size of many of these vehicles.
For this study, the focus was on those forms of documentation that the TxDMV
administers even though all of this documentation is not always required. From
Table 1, the documentation that the TxDMV administers are:
•

TxDMV Number,

•

Vehicle Registration,

•

Temporary Permits, and

•

Load Permits.

Table 2. TxDMV Administered Documentation with Current Technology

Document Name

TxDMV Number

Document

Current

External

Recipient

Technology

Indicator

Motor

Number (affixed to

Yes

Carrier

vehicles by motor
carrier)
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Document Name

Vehicle Registration

Document

Current

External

Recipient

Technology

Indicator

Vehicle

License plate and

Yes, registration

paper report

expiration is

Note: A registration
sticker is included
for intrastate
registration

indicated on the
license plates of
vehicles
registered
interstate and on
a windshieldaffixed
registration
sticker for
vehicles
registered
intrastate

Temporary Permit

Vehicle

Paper document

No

Load Permits

Load

Paper form, sticker,

No

or electronic
document

The TxDMV number is affixed to the side of commercial motor vehicles. As such,
an external indicator of compliance is provided. Vehicle registration provides two
external indicators of compliance: 1) a license plate and 2) if the vehicle is
intrastate, a registration sticker. If the vehicle is interstate, the plate will include the
word “Apportioned” as an indicator of registration as well as an expiration date on
the plates. There is an expiration date shown on Temporary Permits and Load
Permits.
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Alternative
Technologies
The purpose of this section of the study is to identify and evaluate alternative
technologies to the technologies currently used for the documents of interest.
The documents of interest in this study are the TxDMV Number, vehicle
registration documentation, temporary permit documentation, and load permit
documentation as these documents are administered by the TxDMV.
There are several stakeholder groups interested in commercial motor vehicles.
This study focuses on the administrators of documentation issuance, law
enforcement, motor carriers, toll authorities, and the motoring public. It is important
that any alternative technology consider the impact to each of these stakeholder
groups. The impact of alternative technologies on the motoring publics’ ability to
identify a vehicle involved in a crime or for some other reason will also be
considered.
No alternative technologies were identified that address the current method of
displaying a USDOT Number or TxDMV Number. Vehicle registration is the
documentation that alternative technologies most commonly address. It follows
that because temporary permits are a form of vehicle registration, these
technologies could also display temporary permits. Furthermore, it is clear each of
the identified technologies could be extended to include vehicle inspection and
insurance and may be capable of extending to include carrier, driver, and load
documentation with the proper technology infrastructure in the future, though there
are unique complications that may arise when displaying driver and load
documentation externally.
The technologies this study identified as alternatives to current vehicle registration
documentation were:
•

Automated License Plate Readers (ALPR),
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•

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) transmitters,

•

Connected license plates, and

•

Electronic registration cards (eCards).

In general, connected license plates and eCards are tools to display required
documentation for motor carriers, drivers, and vehicles to aid law enforcement.
ALPRs and RFID transmitters are documentation verification tools for law
enforcement. The difference between a display tool and a verification tool is
important for enforcement.
Connected license plates and eCards would provide visible enforcement tools—
that is, they would enable law enforcement to visibly validate documentation on the
road. On the contrary, ALPRs and RFID transmitters would provide a connection
to documentation databases, but otherwise be invisible to law enforcement who do
not have an ALPR or RFID reader affixed to their vehicle. However, these
technologies offer the potential to cite or remind motor carriers automatically if
there is a problem with the vehicle’s documentation when an ALPR or RFID reader
is passed on a roadway. This procedure could be similar to how toll entities use
RFID-equipped toll tags to detect vehicles using the toll roads and then
automatically bill the appropriate account. However, issues have previously arisen
from technologies such as red-light cameras as it relates to remote enforcement
that should be considered. While tolling entities have already invested in the
infrastructure required to make this possible for their purposes, law enforcement
would need to make significant investments in similar infrastructure in order to
comprehensively use these technologies. These costs would vary depending on
the technology adopted. ALPRs are typically more expensive than RFID.
Aside from that difference, one of the foundational elements all these technologies
share is their ability to connect to a central database or series of databases to
validate information about a commercial motor vehicle. As such, each of these
technologies pose security risks, though these risks vary among the four
technologies. Aside from these common elements, it is useful to compare the
technologies with an external visible indicator and those without one separately.
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Automated License Plate
Readers (ALPR) and
Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID)
Transmitters
Both ALPRs and RFID transmitters have the potential for improving enforcement
of vehicle registration requirements. It is important to note that neither of these
technologies currently provide an external visible indicator of a commercial motor
vehicle’s documentation status. However, the usefulness of a visual indicator
depends on the availability and priorities of law enforcement. For alerts such as
“Silver Alerts” and “Amber Alerts”, external visual indicators would be useful to the
motoring public for reporting to law enforcement.
An ALPR captures an image of a license plate, then Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) converts the pixel-based image into letters and numbers which are used to
query a database. ALPRS could be used to check a vehicles current registration
status in the state’s motor vehicle database and return that information to a law
enforcement officer, though that is not how they are used currently
An RFID transmitter on a license plate or vehicle sends a signal to a reader
outside the vehicle. The reader then transmits a query to the appropriate
databases to check compliance.
Texas tolling authorities serve as an excellent example of how these technologies
can be used as enforcement tools. When a driver is a registered customer with a
tolling entity, they receive an RFID transmitter to affix inside their vehicle. When
the driver passes through a toll booth, an RFID reader reads the transponder and
bills the customer. When a driver is not a registered customer with a tolling entity,
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an ALPR is used in the manner described previously. While the ALPR method is
effective, it may require additional human verification if the OCR is not accurate
due to a poor-quality image capture.
Looking to Texas toll authorities, their example shows that RFID is a more
effective technology for passively enforcing toll payments. The reasons for this are
based on the technologies themselves. ALPRs are a directional technology that
must be pointed at a specific location to work properly. RFID is omnidirectional and
does not require the same calibration. As a result, tolling authorities in Texas
report more accuracy with RFID technology than ALPR technology and RFID
technology is more efficient. Additionally, ALPRs would be an indiscriminate way
of collecting data and would unnecessarily collect data on private citizens travelling
on roadways, whereas RFID transmitters can be tuned to a specific frequency and
target the population of interest, in this case, commercial motor vehicles. As such,
ALPRs present greater privacy concerns than RFID readers. Though, both tools
present these concerns.
It is important to note that RFID technology can be integrated into traditional metal
plates and function as a type of connected license plate. Issues could arise in this
scenario because RFID is a passive technology. That means that once the data is
encoded, it does not communicate with an external source to receive updates, it
simply emits a signal that contains the data previously stored on it. So, stolen
license plates with an RFID transmitter would make it difficult for law enforcement
to determine whether the RFID transmitter was affixed to the correct vehicle. Once
those plates were reported stolen though, the location of the stolen plates could be
identified. The same is true of traditional license plates except they cannot be
easily tracked.
Finally, it is important to note the network of infrastructure that would be required
to set up readers across the State to adequately enforce vehicle registration
requirements. Following the Texas Tolling example, RFID readers would be a less
expensive and more accurate option than ALPRs. Some Texas law enforcement
entities are already equipped with ALPRs and could leverage this technology
without additional purchase. ALPRs are quite expensive, however, and expanding
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their distribution to all commercial motor vehicle enforcement officers in the State
could be cost-prohibitive.

Connected License Plates
and Electronic
Registration Cards
(eCards)
Both connected license plates and eCards have the potential to make
documentation issuance more efficient, benefitting both documentation issuing
entities and motor carriers. Connected plates and eCards could also make
enforcement more effective and efficient.
All these electronic alternatives present unique issues as well. The American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) has established national
standards for license plates. One of the license plate standards recommends a
level-1 security feature on the plates which allows law enforcement personnel to
visually or tactilely determine, without the use of tools, if the plate is a forgery.
What this security feature will be is at the discretion of the issuing jurisdiction.
Several connected plates do not currently include level-1 security features.
The most fundamental change to issuance is the potential for the TxDMV to
change documentation status in near real-time and indicate that status directly on
the connected plate. The ability to denote documentation status visibly on the
license plate of commercial motor vehicles would be a fundamental change for law
enforcement enabling focus on out-of-compliance vehicles.
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Connected License Plates
A connected plate essentially combines the design of a traditional license plate
with computer elements. These designs vary, and this study identified six patents
for different designs of connected plates. The designs range from fully
computerized hardware, hybrid designs that add a computerized element to
traditional metal plates, and RFID chip-embedded metal plates. Given the
computerized nature of these plates, they are more expensive than traditional
plates. Exact pricing comparisons are difficult to make because none of these
plates are being produced at a scale comparable to metal license plates. Without
an incentive to motor carriers—such as reduced administrative burden—adoption
may occur slowly or not at all because these technologies may subject them to
increased enforcement. Given the availability of these different designs, it is
important for any pilot to include as many different technologies as possible.
Two different types of fully-computerized connected plate designs were identified:
digital (imagine a digital clock) and electronic paper (imagine an Amazon Kindle).
Because of the pixel nature of an electronic paper plate, more possibilities exist for
expanding the interface. However, both designs currently have the capability to
display an alphanumeric license plate pattern and month and year of registration
expiration like traditional metal license plates. The digital clock design would likely
not be capable of appearing similar to current license plate designs, but the
electronic paper can replicate the current license plate design with significant
accuracy.
What is unique about fully connected plates is that they can also dynamically
display words such as “Valid”, “Invalid”, “Stolen”, etc. There is also potential to
show “Amber Alert” or “Silver Alert” directly on the plate of the target vehicle. It
should also be possible to check multiple required documents and display a single
indicator on the license plate if there is problem with one or more of the documents
as an alert to law enforcement. Even with this potential, without authenticating the
driver of the vehicle’s identity and authenticating the load being transported, the
plates would be incapable of adequately displaying the status of all required
documentation and would likely only serve to display vehicle-related
documentation.
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Given the completely new design of these plates, their long-term durability and
reliability is unknown. Electronic paper connected plates have been tested on
roadways in tests of less than 5 years duration and no state-conducted pilot study
results were available at the time this study was completed. In Texas, license
plates are no longer automatically replaced after 7 years but vehicle owners can
replace plates for cosmetic or readability reasons. It is unclear how long connected
plates will last. Additionally, any connected plates that use any form of battery
power will likely need to have the battery replaced more often than license plates
are currently replaced. These two factors could add to the administrative burden
and cost for motor carriers.
AAMVA currently does not have standards for connected plates but anticipates
establishing them by 2020. Without these new standards, it will be necessary to
ensure any connected plate designs meet the current standards where
reasonable.
California and Arizona are currently pilot testing electronic paper connected plates.
Arizona and California are both allowing consumers to purchase electronic paper
connected plates. The State of Michigan expects to make connected plates
available for use on their roads within the year. It is important to note that none of
these other states were or are focused on the unique population of commercial
motor vehicles.

Electronic Registration Cards
As with connected plates, eCards would fundamentally change issuance because
they could be issued directly to a user’s device and provide additional details not
possible to convey on a license plate. The device could be a smart phone or tablet
device kept in the commercial motor vehicle. The benefit of this is that most
commercial motor vehicle drivers will likely have a smart phone or tablet with them
in the vehicle. Additionally, documentation would be accessible from multiple
devices and locations so that motor carriers, drivers, and law enforcement could all
have access. While the detailed information on eCards would be helpful to law
enforcement, it would only be usable after a vehicle has been pulled over and
stopped because there would be no external status indicator with eCards.
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However, unlike connected plates, full documentation information would be
accessible and readable on a portable device, eliminating the need for going
through many paper documents.
Texas, as part of the International Registration Program (IRP) adopted eCards for
interstate commercial motor vehicles in January 2019. Similarly, Texas has
allowed electronic display to verify insurance coverage since 2013. Texas has
allowed electronic display to verify operating authority (cab cards) since 2015, and
electronic display of certain load permits since 2017.
The important consideration for eCards is that all documentation could be
centralized in an electronic wallet that holds all necessary eCard documentation,
including everything from motor carrier to insurance to load permits and driver
licenses.
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Considerations for a
Pilot Plan of
Alternative
Technologies
Before implementing a pilot test in Texas, it is important to understand any
ongoing or completed pilot tests of similar technology conducted in other states in
order to apply the lessons learned from those tests. Lessons learned from other
states’ alternative technology studies can be applied to a commercial motor
vehicle alternative technology pilot. By understanding these other pilots, Texas can
limit its pilot and avoid duplicating costly tests.

Other Pilot Tests of
Similar Technology
2016 Motor Carrier Electronic
Credential Pilot
In 2016, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation partnered with Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) – Wisconsin Division, the IFTA Electronic
Credential Working Group, and Aim Transfer and Storage Inc., along with 6 other
states including Alabama, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota and Virginia for the
2016 Motor Carrier Electronic credential pilot. The long-term goals of this pilot
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were to save time for carriers, drivers and law enforcement while simultaneously
providing more up-to date in-cab credentials.
The project participants used this pilot to develop and test procedures, and to
promote the acceptance and use of electronic motor carrier credentials that could
replace paper credentials. To do this, the pilot tested the ability of Law
Enforcement to receive, accept, view and use the electronic documents from
drivers while also ensuring that motor carriers are able to get the electronic
credentials into the cab so that drivers will be able to not only present documents
in the electronic format but also be able to directly forward electronic pdf copies to
a law enforcement e-mail address when requested. Other short-term goals for the
pilot program included familiarizing Law Enforcement with electronic credentials
while reviewing as many possible electronic credentials as possible to determine
any potential issues or problems.
During the pilot program, any commercial motor vehicle driver that was stopped by
law enforcement in the participating states had to provide their credentials on a
portable electronic device or hardcopy paperwork. If the driver chose to use an
electronic credential, it had to be accurate, viewable, and readable by law
enforcement. The credentials included in this pilot were:
•

IRP cab card, or intrastate vehicle certificate of registration,

•

Trailer vehicle certificate of registration,

•

IFTA license,

•

Lease Agreement, if lessee was provided IFTA or IRP,

•

Authority (for-hire) documents,

•

Certificate of insurance,

•

Hazmat registration certificate, and

•

Non-hazmat bills of lading.

The pilot lasted from April 1, 2016 to September 30, 2017 at which time a final
report was compiled that included an executive summary, the origin of the pilot,
future recommendations to the different credentialing agencies for future changes
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that would be needed to support full implementation of electronic credentials and
lastly, the summary of findings for the pilot.
Beginning in 2019, commercial motor vehicle carriers will be allowed to carry their
IRP cab card and IFTA license in the form of an electronic image as a result of the
2016 Motor Carrier Electronic Credential pilot. The electronic images will be
optional as drivers may still display the physical copy of the credential. It is strongly
suggested that the electronic credential is stored in PDF format so that the
credential will be viewable and accessible in areas of no service or WIFI. The
corresponding parties involved will review the impact of these electronic
credentials for the first quarter of 2019 beginning in April. Due to the completion of
this pilot and implementation of the IRP credentials, we do not recommend any
additional pilot tests be completed for eCards as part of a Texas pilot.

California Alternatives to Traditional
Registration Products Pilot
In 2014, the California Department of Motor Vehicles issued a Request for
Proposal (RFP) to identify “Alternatives to Traditional Registration Products” (i.e.,
license plates, stickers, tabs, or registration cards). The RFP indicates the goal
was “to assist vendors in demonstrating alternative registration products”. The
technologies currently being tested in California are: electronic paper connected
plates, eCards, and a vinyl license plate wrap. Each product evaluated had to be
deemed acceptable by the Department of Motor Vehicles and the California
Highway Patrol. All technology pilots were required to be conducted at no cost to
the Department of Motor Vehicles.
The pilot project began in 2015 and has been ongoing for over four years. The
Department of Motor Vehicles required the pilot project vendors to recruit
consumers to agree to pilot their products.
The license plates being tested are electronic paper connected plates. There have
been approximately 1,500 consumers who have purchased a connected plate and
participated in the pilot since its inception. The consumers have been allowed to
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enter and exit the pilot voluntarily. The California electronic paper connected plate
shows the license plate alphanumeric pattern and the month and year of
registration expiration. They also have the ability to frequently change the
information displayed at the bottom of the license plate, from the standard
‘dmv.ca.gov’ to ‘Happy Thanksgiving’ or ‘Support our Troops’. The plates being
used in the pilot are not connected to California’s motor vehicle database. Instead,
California communicates with a third-party vendor and credentials are updated
through the third-party vendors database of credentials for participants in the pilot.
The pilot is not focused on commercial motor vehicles.
The California eCard is a PDF document with the image of registration credentials
stored on a smart device. The intention is to allow drivers to carry registration
credentials that can be updated in real-time and can be accessed from multiple
smart devices. No additional pilot is recommended based on the IRP eCard
implementation.
The vinyl license plate wrap is a vinyl wrap with the image of a license plate and
registration credentials that is affixed to the front of a vehicle. The intention is to
provide consumers with a front license plate option that does not require bolt holes
in the front bumper. Approximately 80 consumers have purchased vinyl license
plate wraps. This was not considered relevant for commercial motor vehicles.
No documentation of the results from the California study were available at the
time this study was completed.

Arizona Department of Transportation
Electronic Paper Connected Plate
Pilot
Arizona engaged in a pilot with an electronic paper connected plate vendor. The
draft Arizona pilot plan was reviewed and feedback from the Arizona Department
of Transportation (ADOT) pilot was also used as background for this study,
although no formal report was available.
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As stated in the pilot plan, the pilot was intended to test the plate’s fleet
management capabilities of the plate’s web application. The plan tested 10 ADOT
vehicles initially with plans to continue monitoring the connected plates.
The success criteria of the electronic paper connected plate ADOT pilot is whether
the product can operate successfully in Arizona’s various climates and the ability to
transmit information in real-time to the plates. There was no piece of legislation
requiring the pilot, however, the Arizona DOT wanted to conduct this pilot on their
own fleet to understand the technology and determine if it is a viable alternative for
Arizona drivers.

Other Considerations
The State of Texas has existing infrastructure on roadways to help with law
enforcement and tolling. Connected license plates will need to be tested with this
infrastructure to determine the impact of implementation.
Typically, discussions surrounding connected plates consider privacy concerns. In
this case, with a focus on commercial motor vehicles, these concerns are less
critical. A commercial motor vehicle operator can be pulled over by law
enforcement with no probable cause and therefore has a much lower expectation
of privacy while on the road. However, it will be important to understand
commercial motor carriers’ receptiveness to a plate that may cause privacy
concerns for their employees or their business. Most commonly, motor carriers are
hoping to reduce any administrative burden that results from the need for
documentation. Connected license plates may offer this reduction and therefore
would require motor carriers to balance their drivers’ privacy or other concerns with
those reductions. As such, it is recommended a motor carrier marketability survey
be completed to ensure that if connected license plates are implemented
voluntarily, there will be sufficient volumes sold to avoid unnecessary costs and
time for the TxDMV to develop a connected plate communication system.
MyPlates, the State’s vendor for the marketing and sales of specialty license
plates, for example, has a minimum revenue amount they must generate to fulfill
the requirements of their contract. A similar arrangement would not only help offset
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development costs to the TxDMV from the creation of a connected plates
communication system, but it could generate revenue for the State. The minimum
revenue from connected plate sales would need to be evaluated based on system
development and maintenance costs.
With that said, law enforcement will likely benefit most from connected license
plates. As a result, any pilot test should include significant research into law
enforcement’s potential use of the technology.
The State of Texas uses the AAMVA standard for license plates. Currently, there
is no connected license plate standard from AAMVA. A new standard is
anticipated by 2020. However, absent a specific connected license plate standard,
connected license plates should be held to as many of the current metal plate
standards as are applicable. Two notable standards have emerged that should be
evaluated for any connected license plate design: legibility and anti-forgery. A
legibility test should be conducted that follows the AAMVA standard.
Additionally, an understanding of the importance to law enforcement of an antiforgery mechanism should be evaluated. Anti-forgery should not be confused with
security and hacking risk. Anti-forgery refers to what AAMVA describes as a level1 security for first-line inspection, meaning examination without tools or aids that
involves easily identifiable “visual or tactile features” for rapid inspection at the
point of usage. Texas uses visual features on current metal plates. That said,
security and hacking should also be of serious concern to decision-makers.
Regardless of security measures, hacking remains a possibility as most systems
are not entirely ‘unhackable’. The technologies identified in this study vary in
vulnerability to hacking, with RFID likely being the least vulnerable.
Finally, it is important any pilot test acknowledge that the TxDMV systems are not
currently prepared to implement connected license plates and any pilot test should
serve to provide the TxDMV with the information necessary to build functional
systems for implementation.
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Stakeholder
Considerations
This section contains information about the interests of the many stakeholders with
regards to a connected plate pilot project. Widespread implementation would
clearly affect other third-party organizations and the impacts would need to be
evaluated by decision-makers.

3M
3M is the sole supplier of reflective sheeting and manufacturing equipment for
license plates in the State of Texas. If connected plates were implemented in
Texas, it would potentially reduce the amount of reflective sheeting rolls the state
purchases from 3M. Consequently, based on the reduction in bulk purchasing, the
state might have to pay more for each reflective sheeting roll, thereby increasing
the cost to produce metal license plates.

Law Enforcement
Law enforcement would be the primary beneficiaries of the new capabilities of
connected plates. Law enforcement’s primary concern is the capacity of connected
plates to perform in a similar manner to metal plates in terms of visibility, legibility,
and reflectivity. The ability to display changes in documentation status affords law
enforcement the ability to improve compliance enforcement. In order to receive
input on connected plates’ performances, law enforcement plays a vital role and
should actively participate during the pilot.
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Motor Carriers
The implementation of connected license plates could lead to a variety of
implications for motor carriers, regardless of their fleet size. Connected license
plates have the potential to reduce the burden of replacing registration stickers on
commercial motor vehicles. Certain connected license plates may offer additional
telematics that could be beneficial to a motor carrier by providing them with real
time information about their vehicle power units. It is important to note that some
connected license plates have varying battery lives (as short as 3 years). Motor
carriers would be required to replace these batteries promptly if the connected
plate is not operational.
This new technology will make it easier for law enforcement to concentrate their
efforts on non-compliant carriers which would level the playing field for the motor
carriers that follow all laws and pay all required fees. One potential drawback for
motor carriers would depend on law enforcement’s interest and use of the
connected plate. If the plate has enough significant benefits to law enforcement,
and that connected license plate becomes mandatory, then motor carriers would
have to absorb the additional costs of purchasing and attaching these connected
plates to all of vehicles in their respective fleet.

MyPlates
MyPlates was the successful bidder to be the third-party marketing vendor of
specialty license plates in the state of Texas. Specialty plates either display a
personalized alpha-numeric pattern, a colored background, or a combination of
both. MyPlates sells an average of 45,000 plates per year and generated over $76
million in revenue for the State between 2009 and 2018.
Some connected license plates offer different display options than the current
Texas license plates. In California, for example, consumers have the capability to
choose from several DMV-preapproved messages to display on the bottom of the
license plate. Additionally, the electronic paper connected plate does not currently
have the capability to display color, though it is in development. Since many of the
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current specialty plates available for sale in Texas depend on color, specialty plate
sales might be affected by the introduction of electronic paper connected plates
which cannot currently display color. Specialty plate sales may also be affected by
other technological capabilities of digital and electronic paper connected plates. If
connected plates were approved for sale, the TxDMV would need to determine
how specialty plates displayed on connected plates are sold to consumers and
managed.
These connected plate capabilities have the potential to impact sales of specialty
plates and the revenue they generate for the State.

Tax Assessor-Collectors
Connected plates would reduce the number of commercial motor carriers visiting
County Tax Assessor-Collectors to renew their intrastate registration. Connected
plates would change the current process by updating the license plate remotely
and avoid tracking the vehicle to apply the registration sticker.
This reduction in walk-in visits would affect the service fees collected by the
counties. While the county’s service fee would not go away, the fee collected
decreases from $2.30 to $0.25 when a registration is not obtained in person. Even
though the county collects a lower fee this could be offset because less people
would be visiting the office. This may help counties who have long lines by
decreasing office walk-in traffic and allowing quicker service, but it may also trigger
staff reductions necessitated by lower revenue. This lost revenue would be directly
related to the adoption rate of connected plates.

Texas Department of Criminal Justice
Currently, the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) through Texas
Correctional Industries (TCI) produces regular and specialty license plates for the
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles. In Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, TCI generated
$15.8 million in revenue from license plates which represented roughly 20% of
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TCI’s annual budget. License plates used on commercial motor vehicles represent
a small and difficult to quantify portion of the license plate revenue.
Today, Texas Administrative Code prohibits TCI from manufacturing products on
behalf of private entities. If connected license plate technology, provided by a
private business, were to be adopted for commercial motor vehicles there would
likely be a reduction in TCI’s revenue.

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Connected license plates can offer certain benefits to the TxDMV. One major
feature that remains consistent for each of the connected license plate designs
identified for this study is the ability to display registration status on the license
plate. This could lead to operating cost reductions for the TxDMV as they would no
longer be responsible for printing and mailing registration stickers. The TxDMV
would also no longer have to reimburse TDCJ for the cost of manufacturing as
many license plates. Since some connected plate providers sell plates online
(direct-to-consumer), through dealers, or other third-parties, the TxDMV would not
have to manage or distribute license plate inventory to counties.
Some of these connected plates boast the ability to offer automatic registration
renewal for customers, potentially a cost savings for the Department. If connected
plates were to be fully implemented on Texas roads, there could be additional
revenue for the State from consumers purchasing the connected plates if the
vendor dedicates a portion of sales back to the State in a manner similar to the
contract the TxDMV currently has with MyPlates.

Tolling Authorities
For connected plates to work on Texas roads they must be compatible with
existing infrastructure used by Texas toll authority stakeholders. Current existing
license plate identification technology used on Texas toll roads includes a
proprietary license plate reader system and radio frequency identification (RFID).
License plates with high contrast between the background and letter colors work
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best with the license plate readers. RFID chips help improve the speed and
accuracy of vehicle identification on toll roads.

Costs
HB 1959 requires any pilot study to be no cost to the state and paid for by
voluntary participants. In order to encourage participation, the cost of the pilot
should be as limited as possible while still providing the State with the necessary
information for decision-making.

Laws and Rules
The purpose of this section is to identify and discuss potential changes to existing
Texas laws and rules which could result from the implementation of connected
license plates.
The TxDMV identified sections of statute and administrative rules applicable to
license plates and provided their list to the Sunset Commission and Texas State
University for this study. The list may not be comprehensive as specific nuances
required by particular connected plate characteristics may necessitate additional
changes or new laws and rules entirely. Their list was analyzed for this study to
determine whether connected plates would require changes to these laws and
rules.
Note: Any findings in this study should be further evaluated by legal professionals.
The primary role of license plates is to provide a unique identifying alphanumeric
pattern for vehicles so they can be identified by law enforcement and the general
public. License plates are issued by the TxDMV and have been a fundamental
aspect of Texas roads for decades. As a result, there have been a number of laws
and rules to ensure the regulation of license plates used on the road. These laws
provide requirements for many aspects of license plates such as who can make
them, how they are made, and how they are distributed.
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The laws that pertain to license plates are critical because they provide a legal
structure to ensure the safety and legality of vehicles on the road and maintain the
financial interests of the state. This study found there would need to be changes to
Texas laws if connected license plates were implemented.
Through the course of this study, several potential legal issues were identified:
•

There are no laws or rules addressing the legality of using RFID,

•

There are unclear distinctions between the specification of design, which seem
to refer to the visual appearance of traditional license plates, and the design of
connected plates which could entail the intellectual property of connected
plates, and

•

There is no determination of whether connected license plates would be
treated as specialty plates under the law.

Two fundamental issues were identified that depend on legislative approach.
First, some connected license plates—specifically full-screen electronic paper
plates—have been categorized as license plate display devices in other states as
opposed to license plates themselves.
Full-screen electronic paper plates have the capability to identically render the
design of existing license plates. As an analogy, it would be like showing a law
enforcement officer proof of insurance on a smart phone. It is understood the
officer is viewing an insurance document, not a phone. If a connected license plate
is simply a license plate display device, it would affect the changes necessary to
existing laws and rules because they do not currently address such an approach.
This approach would likely require the creation of entirely new laws and rules that
would be required to establish a set of standards for “license plate display
devices.” The identified necessary changes have been summarized in Appendix 1:
Necessary Changes to Laws and Rules. Appendix 1 distinguishes between
whether a connected plate would be considered a license plate or a license plate
display device.
Second, in other states, connected plates have been sold directly to consumers
through car dealerships or through a third-party website. If connected plates were
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sold direct-to-consumer, it would affect the changes necessary to existing laws
and rules because they do not address such an approach. The identified
necessary changes have been summarized in Appendix 1. Appendix 1
distinguishes between whether a connected plate would be sold direct-toconsumer or through the State.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, it is feasible to conduct a pilot study of connected license plates on
commercial motor vehicles. Plans for this pilot are available in Appendix 2: Pilot
Plan.
Given the commercial trucking industry’s impact on almost all facets of Texans’
lives, the reductions in administrative burden are worth investigating and the
potential improvement to law enforcement’s ability to enforce the law could create
safer roadways in Texas.
By developing a pilot that encourages participation, the State of Texas can
determine what is best for it, law enforcement, tolling entities, motor carriers, other
stakeholders, and the motoring public. Because these technologies are so new, it
is important that the pilot focus on the development of standards by which any
connected license plate can be evaluated. Until the pilot is completed, it will not be
possible to know how many, if any, connected license plates are deemed to be in
the best interest of the State.
Looking ahead, no technology identified in this study connected all facets of a
commercial truck’s documentation requirements. No technology could authenticate
a driver in a vehicle, with an authenticated load, and a properly documented
vehicle. If this were possible, an external visible indicator would tell a law
enforcement officer everything they would need to know across all required
documentation. Without this, an officer is only seeing a portion of the required
documentation externally. This capability would require significant infrastructure
and potentially necessitate in-truck weigh systems and other load sensors. It is
clear though that the identified technologies could be integrated and extended into
this kind of system.
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Ultimately, it will become clear that these technologies will improve enforcement,
but if motor carriers are not interested in investing in them the State will be left to
decide if they should be optional or mandatory. If they are mandatory, the
administrative burden will again be a major consideration for whether they will
register their commercial motor vehicles in Texas or another jurisdiction.
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Appendix 1: Necessary Changes to
Laws and Rules
Note: The table includes all laws and rules that were provided by the TxDMV with the exception of Texas Transportation Code §547.30 regarding
vehicle equipment and the restriction on use of lights which was included due to its potential implications from connected license plate designs.
Table 3. Laws and Rules with Necessary Changes

Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Establishes the TxDMV as the

CODE §504. License Plates

exclusive owner of the designs

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

N

N/A

N/A

of each license plate
§504.002.(3) GENERAL
PROVISIONS.
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Establishes the TxDMV as the

CODE §504. License Plates

preparer of designs and

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

N

N/A

N/A

N

N

N/A

N/A

specifications of license plates
§504.002.(5) GENERAL
PROVISIONS.
link
TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

The TxDMV exclusively

CODE §504. License Plates

controls the design, typeface,
color, and alphanumeric pattern

§504.005(a). DESIGN AND

for all license plates

ALPHANUMERIC PATTERN
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

The TxDMV is to prepare

CODE §504. License Plates

designs and specifications of

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

N

N/A

N/A

N

N

N/A

N/A

license plates and devices
§504.005(b). DESIGN AND
ALPHANUMERIC PATTERN

selected by the Board to be
unique identifiers

link
TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Requires the designs of license

CODE §504. License Plates

plates to include a silhouette of
the state of Texas, with a few

§504.005(c). DESIGN AND

exceptions

ALPHANUMERIC PATTERN
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Requires the use of

CODE §504. License Plates.

reflectorized material in order to

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

Y

N/A

N/A

N

N

Y

Y

promote highway safety
§504.005(d). DESIGN AND
ALPHANUMERIC PATTERN
link
TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Instructs the TxDMV to

CODE §504. License Plates

reimburse TDCJ for the cost of
license plate manufacturing

§504.006. COST OF
MANUFACTURING.
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Establishes fees for specialty

CODE §504. License Plates

license plates

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

Y

Y

Y

§504.601. GENERAL
PROVISION APPLICABLE TO
SPECIALTY LICENSE PLATE
FOR GENERAL
DISTRIBUTION.
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Establishes the parameters for

CODE §504. License Plates

the creation of new specialty

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

Y

N/A

N/A

N

N

Y

N

license plates

§504.801. CREATION OF
NEW SPECIALTY LICENSE
PLATES BY THE
DEPARTMENT.
link
TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Establishes parameters for the

CODE §504. License Plates

marketing and sale relationship
between the TxDMV and

§504.802. MARKETING AND
SALE BY PRIVATE VENDOR

private vendors associated with
specialty license plates

OF SPECIALTY LICENSE
PLATE.
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Establishes parameters for the

CODE §504. License Plates

TxDMV contracting with a

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

Y

N/A

N/A

N

N

N/A

N/A

private vendor for purposes of
§504.851. CONTRACT WITH

specialty license plates

PRIVATE VENDOR.
link
TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Describes the instances in

CODE §504. License Plates

which individuals may be found
at fault for license plate

§504.945. WRONG,

infractions

FICTITIOUS, ALTERED OR
OBSCURED LICENSE PLATE.
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Defines “License Plate Flipper”

CODE §504. License Plates.

as a manual, electric, or

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

mechanical device designed or
§504.947. LICENSE PLATE
FLIPPER; OFFENSE.
link

adapted to be installed on a
motor vehicle that may hide or
flip between license plates,
which may include some
connected plate designs

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

Except as expressly authorized

Y

Y

CODE §547. Vehicle

by law, a person may not

Note:

Note:

Equipment.

operate or move equipment or

Changes to

Changes to

a vehicle, other than a police

this law

this law

vehicle, with a lamp or device

would be

would be

that displays a red light visible

dependent

dependent

from directly in front of the

on approved

on approved

center of the equipment or

connected

connected

vehicle

plate

plate

designs.

designs.

§547.305.(b) RESTRICTION
ON USE OF LIGHTS
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION

A vehicle may be equipped with

Y

Y

CODE §547. Vehicle

alternately flashing light

Note:

Note:

Equipment.

equipment described by section

Changes to

Changes to

§547.701 or §547.702

this law

this law

§547.305.(d) RESTRICTION

would be

would be

ON USE OF LIGHTS

dependent

dependent

on approved

on approved

connected

connected

plate

plate

designs.

designs.

Y

Y

link

TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE

Sets forth specific display

CODE §217

requirements for license plates

Title 43 §217.27 Vehicle
Registration Insignia
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE

When a license plate, symbol,

CODE §217

tab or other registration device

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

N/A

Y

N

is lost, stolen, mutilated, or
Title 43 §217.32 Replacement
of License Plates, Symbols,
Tabs, and other devices
link

needs to be replaced for
cosmetic or readability reasons,
a replacement may be obtained
from any county tax assessorcollector

TEXAS ADMINISTRATIVE

Includes rules of specialty

CODE §217

plates applications, refunds,
and approval of specialty plates

Title 43 §217.45. Specialty
License Plates, Symbols, Tabs,
and other devices. link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

Texas Government Code §497.

If Texas Correctional Industries

Texas Prison Made Goods Act.

produces an article or product

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

N/A

N/A

N

Y

N/A

N/A

N

N

an agency of the state or a
§497.024(a) Agencies and
Political Subdivisions: Duties to
Purchase

political subdivision may
purchase the article or product
only from TCI

link
Texas Government Code §497.

Provides that if the comptroller

Texas Prison Made Goods Act.

finds that TCI is not able to fill a
requisition for an article or

§497.024(b) Agencies and
Political Subdivisions: Duties to
Purchase

product then the agency may
purchase the article or product
from another source

link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

Texas Government Code

Deals with Comptroller’s office

§2155. Purchasing: General

making a contract with TCDJ

Rules and Procedures

for the purchase of goods and

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

N/A

N/A

N

N

N/A

N/A

N

N

services by another agency
§2155.065. Contracts with
Department of Criminal Justice
link
Texas Government Code

Provides for Comptroller’s

§2155. Purchasing: General

office to review specification

Rules and Procedures

and purchase conditions of
good and services

§2155.066. Review of
Specifications
link
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Law Needs to Change if Connected License Plate is:
Code Section

Code Summary

Texas Government Code §

Provides for procedures

2155. Purchasing: General

approving purchase by an

Rules and Procedures

agency of a proprietary product

Considered

Considered

Purchased

Supplied by

a License

a Display

Directly by

Government

Plate

Device

Consumers

to Consumers

N/A

N/A

N

N

§2155.067 Proprietary
Purchases
link
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Appendix 2: Pilot
Plan
Summary
This plan to pilot connected license plates on commercial motor vehicles includes
two-phases. This pilot has been developed to reveal information about the
potential use of connected plates potential use in Texas, including legibility, law
enforcement usability, and carrier usability. The pilot will generate qualitative and
quantitative data gathered under both ideal and real-life conditions.
Phase I would use off-road testing to determine license plate legibility for both
humans and license plate readers in ideal conditions. Additionally, a brief survey
would identify the usefulness of connected plates for law enforcement. Finally, a
marketability survey would identify how likely motor carriers would be to adopt an
alternative technology.
Phase II would use real life, on-road testing on a regional basis using a particular
roadway. The regional on-road test is designed to further understand law
enforcement officer’s use of the technology, and ALPR legibility in real-life
conditions. A test of toll station license plate readers would also be conducted.
Additionally, a brief survey would document participating motor carriers’ response
to connected plate technology. Phase II would require any participating connected
plate manufacturers to work with the TxDMV to complete a data update test as
well.
House Bill 1959 requires voluntary participants in this pilot program to provide the
necessary funding to administer the pilot. To ensure the State of Texas learns as
much as possible about these new technologies and encourages participation, it is
recommended that connected plate providers be able to participate in some tests,
but not all if funding is the primary limitation of not being able to participate in all
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tests. Of course, this means that those plates not subjected to the full rigor of
testing could not be approved for use on Texas roadways. Their inclusion in tests,
specifically those in Phase I, could provide invaluable information to decisionmakers about what a connected plate needs to be able to do to be as useful as
possible to the State of Texas.
Table 4. Pilot Test Phases, Test Name, and Expected Outcome

Phase

Test

Outcome

Off-Road

License

Quantitatively determine if plate meets

Plate

AAMVA requirements

Legibility

Note: This test must be passed to
participate in the on-road portion of the
pilot test.

Off-Road

Registration

Quantitatively determine if plate meets

Legibility

AAMVA requirements
Note: This test must be passed to
participate in the on-road portion of the
pilot test.

Off-Road

Legibility

Qualitatively determine the usefulness of

Qualitative

plate design for law enforcement

Survey

Off-Road

License

Quantitatively determine connected plate

Plate

legibility using a license plate reader

Reader

affixed to a law enforcement vehicle

Legibility
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Phase

Test

Outcome

Off-Road

Marketability

Qualitatively determine motor carriers’

Survey

general receptiveness to connected
plates to understand the benefits of
incorporating connected plates in the
State

On-Road

New

Quantitatively determine stationary

Waverly

license plate reader legibility at a

License

commercial motor vehicle weigh station

Plate
Reader Test

On-Road

New

Qualitatively determine the usefulness of

Waverly

plate design for law enforcement

Qualitative
Survey

On-Road

Toll Station

Quantitatively determine toll entity license

License

plate reader legibility

Plate
Reader Test

On-Road

Data

Determine the minimum requirements for

Update Test

sharing data with third-party and assess if
the shared information has been updated
on the desired plate
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Phase

Test

Outcome

On-Road

Carrier

Qualitatively determine motor carrier

Participant

receptiveness to connected plates to

Qualitative

understand the benefits of incorporating

Survey

connected plates in the State

Pilot Test Costs
Given the controlled and short duration of the pilot, it is estimated that the pilot
should be able to be completed for $300,000 or less not including the DPS and the
TxDMV employee costs.
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The Details
Phase I: Off-Road Testing
This phase would test the digital plates for human legibility, ALPR legibility, and
law enforcement usability. The phase is divided into three tests and includes two
surveys. One survey of law enforcement officers and one of motor carriers. The
three tests are:
1. A License Plate Legibility Test based on the AAMVA License Plate Legibility
Testing Guidelines for Reflective Sheeting,
2. A Registration Status Legibility Test adapted from the AAMVA License Plate
Legibility Testing Guidelines for Reflective Sheeting, and
3. ALPR Legibility Testing based on draft United States Department of Justice’s
draft Mobile License Plate Reader System Standard for Law Enforcement.
A brief survey would be given to all law enforcement officers before and after these
tests to gauge the perceived usefulness of connected license plates for law
enforcement purposes.
A brief survey will also be given to motor carriers to gauge the perceived
usefulness of connected plates for their purposes. Should motor carriers not find
connected plates useful, but law enforcement finds them useful, law enforcement
would not be able to obtain the maximum benefits unless plates were made
mandatory. However, Texas has an interest in being a business-friendly state.
It is recommended all the tests in this phase be administered at the Texas
Department of Public Safety Florence Test Track. This recommendation requires
permission from the Executive Director of the Texas Department of Public Safety.
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License Plate Legibility Test
Phase: Off-Road
Duration: One (1) day
Time of Day: Day and Night
Participants Required: Minimum of 5, including a mix between different law
enforcement entities and the civilian population.
The license plate legibility test will evaluate the legibility of the participating plates
according to the AAMVA License Plate Legibility Testing Guidelines for Reflective
Sheeting found in Appendix 3. This test will use the current standard, apportioned
metal license plates as the control. In order to pass the test, the plates must be
read with 100% accuracy by at least 80% of participants.
Note: Any plate that does not meet the AAMVA legibility standard may not be
eligible to participate in the on-road portion of the pilot test.
Two license plates per design will be required for this test. The intended outcome
of this test is to quantitatively determine if the participating plates meet AAMVA
requirements.
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Registration Legibility
Phase: Off-Road
Duration: One day
Time of Day: Day and Night
Participants Required: Minimum of five law enforcement officers
The registration legibility test will evaluate the legibility of the participating plates
according to modified AAMVA license plate legibility standards. Refer to the
original AAMVA License Plate Legibility Testing Guidelines for Reflective Sheeting
in Appendix 3.
Note: Currently there are no AAMVA standards on registration legibility, therefore if
a plate does not pass it will not be excluded from participating in the on-road test
but does provide more information for policy-makers.
This test will use the current windshield registration sticker and apportioned metal
plates with expiration dates as the control group.
The AAMVA test should be modified to test three statuses instead of license plate
characters: 1) valid registration, 2) invalid registration, and 3) distress. Distress can
either be a specific distress signal, such as, ‘Stolen’ or may be a general distress
signal. These three statuses will be displayed to participants in a random series of
seven status changes. Seven has been chosen to include the same number of
reads as a standard seven-character license plate.
In order to pass the test, the random series of seven registration statuses
displayed must be read with 100% accuracy by at least 80% of participants.
Additional modifications to the license plate legibility test are necessary. The first
modification is to conduct the test from 35 feet as opposed to 75 feet in the original
AAMVA test. This is done because generally the registration credential is smaller
than the license plate and therefore the distance for the credential would need to
be closer. Conduct the test on commercial motor vehicles as opposed to
passenger vehicles on the AAMVA test because the placement of credentials on
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commercial motor vehicles may present unique issues. Finally, a law enforcement
patrol vehicle should be used by the readers in the test because this test is only
related to law enforcement’s ability to identify a status change.
There is an additional survey referenced on page 66 that should be administered
immediately after this test has been completed.
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Legibility Qualitative Survey
Phase: Off-Road
Duration: Less than a day
Participants Required: The same law enforcement participants in both license
plate and registration legibility tests
The Legibility Qualitative Survey consists of a survey developed by the research
team and administered to participants of both the license plate and registration
legibility tests. The purpose of this survey is to qualitatively determine the
usefulness of plate designs for law enforcement. This survey should be
administered immediately upon completion of the Registration Legibility test to all
participants.
Note: Survey questions have not been developed as a part of this plan to ensure
the questions are relevant to the participating connected plates.
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Automated License Plate Reader Legibility
Phase: Off-Road
Duration: 1 day
Time of Day: Day and Night
Participants Required: None
The Automated License Plate Reader Legibility test will evaluate the legibility of
connected plates using ALPRs. Currently, there are no AAMVA standards for
license plates and ALPRs. Therefore, the proposed test is adopted from standards
on ALPRs drafted by the United States Department of Justice in 2015.
Three parking positions will be tested: 1) parallel parking, 2) angled parking (120
degrees), and 3) right-angled parking (90 degrees). An ALPR will be attached to a
law enforcement vehicle where it will test each parking position at two speeds: 1)
15 mph and 2) 40 mph.
Current metal license plates should also be tested as a control group for this test.
To evaluate the ALPR legibility of the plate the number, the total number of
accurate reads from each test scenario will be divided by the total number of
license plates in the test (20) to determine the percent accuracy. The use of twenty
plates is a modification from the current DOJ test because only the specific plate
designs included in the study need to be evaluated.
This is not a pass/fail test and a connected plates accuracy will not affect its
participation in the on-road test since no standards exist. The goal of the test to
gather as much information as possible on these plates for policy makers.
Note: A standard RFID test was not identified, but it would be helpful to conduct a
similar test to this test using RFID-enabled connected plates with RFID readers
instead of ALPRs.
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Marketability Survey
Phase: Off-Road
Duration: Variable depending on motor carrier response
Participants Required: Dependent on the number of motor carrier participants
The research team will develop a marketability survey to be administered to motor
carriers to gauge initial receptivity to connected license plates. This survey will
have the purpose of determining the general receptiveness of connected plates
from motor carriers.
The survey should be designed to qualitatively determine motor carriers’ general
receptiveness to connected plates to understand the benefits of incorporating
connected plates in the state.
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Phase II: On Road Testing
The on-road test would be on I-45, between Dallas and Houston, utilizing 25-30
combination commercial motor vehicles for a period of two weeks. I-45 was
selected because DPS has a well-equipped weigh station at New Waverly with
plate readers, etc. to provide additional test information. Test messages would be
pushed to the plates to determine if law enforcement is able to read and respond
to the data displayed.
This phase would test the connected plates for:
•

What information needs to be exchanged between a connected plate
manufacturer and the TxDMV (license plate #, USDOT #, TxDMV #, owner’s
name, etc.),

•

How the connected plates work with stationary license plate readers,

•

How the connected plates work with tolling authority license plate readers,

•

Is the connected plate usable for law enforcement in real-world conditions, and

•

Receptivity of motor carriers to connected plates.

This phase will also include three tests and two surveys. The tests are:
•

A DPS stationary license plate reader test,

•

Toll station license plate reader test on the Hardy Toll Road near I-45, and

•

A data update test.

A survey will be given to law enforcement officers at the New Waverly station to
gauge the usefulness of the technology in real-world applications.
Additionally, a survey will be given to motor carrier participants to gauge their
interest in the technology.
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New Waverly Automated License Plate Reader Test
Phase: On-road
Duration: 2 weeks
Time of Day: 24 hours a day
Participants Required: 25-30 truck tractors
The DPS New Waverly Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) Test will use
weigh station ALPRs to capture license plate images from truck tractors’ front
license plate on I-45 at the New Waverly weigh station and compare those
captures to the total number of times a vehicle passed through the weigh station to
determine a percent accuracy.
This test will quantitatively determine stationary license plate reader legibility at a
commercial motor vehicle weigh station.
To conduct the test, affix a participating plate design to the front of a truck trailer
for the duration of the two-week test.
Each participating plate will need to be flagged in the ALPR database so that
Texas Department of Public Safety officials can retrieve the records at the end of
the two-week test. At the conclusion of test, DPS officials will send the total
number of times a given alphanumeric pattern was captured during the two-week
period. DPS officials will need to indicate if the ALPR read the front or back plate.
If this is not possible, the images will also need to be provided to researchers for
visual verification.
Similarly, at the conclusion of the test, participating motor carriers will provide the
GPS coordinates, including trip routes, to researchers so that the total number of
times the weigh station was passed through during the test can be verified.
The total number of times a vehicle passed through the New Waverly weigh
station will be compared to the total number of times the vehicles plate was
captured from the front license plate to determine a percent accuracy. A survey
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should also be developed for those officers working at the New Waverly station
during this two-week period. More information about the survey is available on
page 71.
Note: A standard RFID test was not identified, but it would be helpful to conduct a
similar test to this test using RFID-enabled connected plates with RFID readers
instead of ALPRs.
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New Waverly Qualitative Survey
Phase: On-road
Duration: Dependent on survey response rate
Participants required: Include all DPS officers working at New Waverly during the
test period
Plates Required per Design: 1 front plate per truck tractor
The New Waverly Qualitative Survey will be developed by the research team to
determine law enforcements’ assessment of the connect-plates at the New
Waverly weigh station and is dependent on the on-road test participants. This
survey should be designed to better understand the real-world use of connected
plates for law enforcement and whether they could improve law enforcement
activities or processes.
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Toll Station Automated License Plate Reader Test
Phase: On-Road
Duration: 2 weeks
Time of Day: Day and Night
Participants Required: 25-30 truck tractors
Plates Required per Design: 1 front plate for each truck tractor
The Toll Station Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) Test will use toll station
ALPRs to capture license plate images from truck tractors’ front license plate on
the Hardy Toll road and compare those captures to the total number of times a
vehicle passed through a toll station to determine a percent accuracy.
This test will quantitatively determine stationary license plate reader legibility at a
toll station.
To conduct the test, affix a participating plate design to the front of a truck trailer
for the duration of the two-week test.
Each participating plate will need to be flagged in the tolling authority database so
that the tolling authority officials can retrieve the records at the end of the twoweek test. At the conclusion of test, tolling authority officials will send the total
number of times a given alphanumeric pattern was captured during the two-week
period. Authorities will need to indicate if the ALPR read the front or back plate. If
this is not possible, the images will also need to be provided to researchers for
visual verification.
Similarly, at the conclusion of the test, participating motor carriers will provide the
GPS coordinates, including trip routes, to researchers so that the total number of
times a toll station was passed through during the test can be verified.
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Data Update Test
Phase: On-Road
Duration: 2 Weeks
Time of Day: Day and Night
Participants Required: 25-30 truck tractors
Plates Required per Design: 1 front plate for each truck tractor
This test is designed to validate the ability of the connected plate to relay status
changes throughout the duration of the on-road pilot. This will allow researchers to
determine if the plate can change its status to accurately reflect the TxDMV’s
records. The TxDMV will also be able to gauge how much change would be
necessary to the information databases to allow for a full-scale implementation of
the connected plate.
The TxDMV will need to provide any participating third-party plate provider with a
table of Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN), license plate alphanumeric patterns,
and registration expiration date for each participating vehicle.
Additionally, each day of the two-week test, the TxDMV will send one of three
unique statuses to display on the plate. The statuses will include: “The Lone Star
State”, “TxDMV.gov” and a blank display. The TxDMV will need to work with thirdparty plate providers to determine if the data updates can be completed with
license plate numbers only, VIN only, or a combination of the two.
To validate the change, the vehicle operator will be responsible for sending a
picture of the plate to the test administrators at a designated time each day of the
test. Test administrators will need to work with motor carriers to determine an
appropriate time.
At the end of the test, the research team will evaluate the pictures sent from motor
carriers and the data tables provided to third-party plate providers to determine if
the data were being updated accurately. This test will help determine the minimum
requirements for sharing data with connected plate manufacturers and assess if
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the shared information has been updated on the desired plate. Additionally, a
survey should be developed for motor carrier participants to understand the
usefulness of the connected plate for their purposes. See page 76 for more
information.
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Carrier Participant Qualitative Survey
Phase: On-Road
Duration: Dependent on participant response rate
Participants Required: 25-30 truck tractor operators
The Carrier Participant Qualitative Survey will survey of all motor carriers
participating in the pilot to determine if the benefits of the connected plate are
significant enough for the State of Texas to begin full-scale implementation of
connected plates on Texas roads. This survey cannot be developed until the
participants in the pilot have been determined. This test should be designed to
help qualitatively determine motor carrier receptiveness to connected plates.
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Appendix 3:
Interviews
Entity

Interviewee

Title

3M Science

Kyle Crangle

Regional Sales Manager

3M Science

David Pointon

Business Manager, State and
Local Government Relations

3M Science

Sara Sachde

Chief Operating Officer of
Blackridge

American Association of

Catherine

Director, Vehicle Programs

Motor Vehicle Administrators

Curtis

American Association of

Casey Garber

Manager, Vehicle Programs

Arizona Department of

Eric

Director, Motor Vehicle

Transportation

Jorgensen

Division

California Department of

Sandra

Unit Manager

Motor Vehicles

Ancira

California Department of

David Galucia

Motor Vehicle Administrators

Motor Vehicles
California Department of
Motor Vehicles

Governmental Program
Analyst

Eric Sutter

Registration Operations
Division
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Entity

Interviewee

Title

California Department of

Phaung

Contract Administrator

Motor Vehicles

Wang

Compliance Innovations

Dick Butcher

Chief Financial Officer

Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Rodney

Texas Program Manager

Administration

Baumgartner

Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Tom Kelly

Administration

Manager, Innovative
Technology Department (ITD)

Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Tom

Division Chief, State Programs

Administration

Liberatore

International PROOF

Rachel

Chief Executive Officer,

Systems

Hankerson

Founder

International Registration

Tim Adams

Chief Executive Officer

MyPlates

Steve Farrar

President

MyPlates

Jake Posey

Consultant

Red Flag

Dean Naddeo

Chief Executive Officer,

Plan, INC.

Founder
Reviver Auto

Reviver Auto

Neville

Chief Executive Officer, Co-

Boston

Founder

Reed Clay

Consultant
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Entity

Interviewee

Title

Reviver Auto

Brandi Lites

Director of Legislative Affairs

Ruan Trucking

Williams

Operations Leader

Burns
Ruan Trucking

Jonathon

Austin Trucking Lead

Martindale
Ruan Trucking

Chris Reiman

Terminal Manager

Ruan Trucking

Dan Van

President, Chief Operations

Alsteine

Officer

Kirk Moss

Deputy Director, Texas

Texas Department of
Criminal Justice

Correctional Industries

Texas Department of

Darin Pacher

Deputy Division Director

Texas Department of

JoAnn

Deputy Director, Financial

Criminal Justice

Rawlinson

Operations

Texas Department of Motor

Jimmy Archer

Director of Motor Carrier

Criminal Justice

Vehicles

Division

Texas Department of Motor

Renita

Assistant Chief Financial

Vehicles

Bankhead

Officer

Texas Department of Motor

Whitney

Executive Director

Vehicles

Brewster
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Entity

Interviewee

Title

Texas Department of Motor

Jeremiah

Director of Vehicle Titles &

Vehicles

Kuntz

Registration

Texas Department of Motor

Caroline

Director of Government &

Vehicles

Love

Strategic Communications

Texas Department of Motor

Shelly Mellott

Deputy Executive Director

Grady Meyer

CVISN Program Manager,

Vehicles
Texas Department of Motor
Vehicles

Motor Carrier Operations

Texas Department of Motor

Jonathan

Deputy Chief Information

Vehicles

O’Quinn

Officer

Texas Department of Motor

Taurie

Government Relations

Vehicles

Randermann

Specialist

Texas Department of Motor

Tom Shindell

Innovation & Strategic Analyst

Texas Department of Motor

Candy

Chief of Registration

Vehicles

Southerland

Texas Department of Motor

Clint

Vehicles

Thompson

Texas Department of Motor

Tim

Deputy Director of Vehicle Title

Vehicles

Thompson

& Registration Division

Vehicles

Chief of Titles
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Entity

Interviewee

Title

Texas Department of Public

Chris Nordloh

Major, Texas Highway Patrol,

Safety

Commercial Vehicle
Enforcement Programs.

Texas Trucking Association

John Esparza

President and Chief Executive
Officer
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Appendix 4:
AAMVA License
Plate Legibility
Testing Guidelines
for Reflective
Sheeting
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Appendix 5: United
States Department of
Justice Draft Mobile
License Plate Reader
Test Guidelines Excerpt
Complete document available at: https://www.justnet.org/video-standards-rfp/DRAFT-Mobile-LPRSStandard-June-25-2015-Final.pdf
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